There is some hope that an understanding of the ordinary sheaf cohomology groups of the line bundles L), may lead to information about the "L2-cohomology groups" and an explicit realization of the discrete series representations of G.
Let Wt be the Weyl group of the pair (f, i), and pr one half of the sum of the positive compact roots. The Killing form of g0 induces an inner product (, ) on lR*. We introduce an integer-valued function Q on A: Q(,u) is the number of distinct ways in which 1A can be expressed as a-possibly empty-sum of positive noncompact roots. Observe that the action of G on O(2,) determines a Gmodule structure on the cohomology groups HI(D, 0(Lx)). Several remarks are in order. According to Langlands' conjecture, if X satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, the "L2-cohomology" of £C should also be concentrated in dimension s. In fact, using differential-geometric estimates, one can show that at least for every sufficiently high tensor power of £2, "L2-cohomology" cannot occur in dimensions other than s. Moreover, if the notion of L2-cohomology is defined appropriately, there exists a natural map from the "L2-cohomology groups" of 2A to the ordinary sheaf cohomology groups, and in dimension s this map is injective. Formally, cohomology in dimension s is sufficient to account for all of the discrete series, if A+ is allowed to vary over all possible systems of positive roots.
Let VA be the irreducible K-module with lowest weight' X + 2pr. groups, the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 can be refined and lead to unitary representations. Let us describe these examples.
If G/K is Hermitian symmetric, and if A+ is such that D fibers holomorphically over G/K, vx can be turned into a holomorphic vector bundle, and D coincides with the a operator. When X satisfies (X,a) <-'/2(p,a) for every a Ei A+, the conclusions of Theorems 2 and 3 hold, and results of Harish-Chandra8 imply quite directly that t. is dense in aix. All of the square-integrable unitary representations constructed in reference 8 can be realized in this manner.
According to Harish-Chandra's criterion, the generalized Lorentz groups SO(n,1) have a discrete series precisely when n is even. Let G be the identity component of SO(2h,1), or its twofold universal covering group (for simplicity we assume h ) 2); then G has the properties mentioned at the beginning of this note. We suppose a X £ A is given, with (X,a) > '/2(a,a) for every a E A, and (X,a) > (h -1) (a, a) for every noncompact root a. We choose the system of positive roots A+ so that (X a) < 0 for a E A+. In the restriction of this representation to the maximal compact subgroup K, the irreducible K-module with highest weight' /u, g E A, occurs with multiplicity ( -1)8 weWv sgn w Q(X + pr -w(,u + pr)). The representation is integrable, provided that (Xa) > h(a,a) for every noncompact root a.
If the condition on X could be relaxed to (X, a) I> 1/2(a,a) for a £ A, HarishChandra's determination of the characters of the discrete series4 would imply that all discrete series representations of G had been exhibited. Our proof of Theorem 4 uses only this weaker condition, except in establishing the ellipticity of OD. The question of whether D is elliptic is one about finite-dimensional representations of SO(2h); for h = 2, it has an affirmative answer under restrictions even milder than (X,a) > 1/2(a,a) for a £ A, and this may well be typical.
In the general case, Theorems 2 and 3 have one corollary which should be mentioned. We define V, as before and denote the K-module contragredient to V, by Vx*. We refer to the action of K on VA as 7r, and the action of K on Vx* as r*.
Proposition: If X satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2, there exists a unique C-function F: G -X Vx* ® V, such that (a) F(klgk2) = 7r*(ks) 0 7r(k2-')F(g) for g £ G, ki, k2 £ K, The function F is square-integrable if and only if Aa S -{o }.
